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ABSTRACT 
The conjugategradient (CC) method, developed by Hestenes and Stiefel in 1952, 
can be effectively used to solve the linear system Au = b when A is symmetrizubk in 
the sense that ZA and Z are symmetric and positive definite (SPD) for some Z. A 
number of generalizations of the CC method have been proposed by the authors and 
by others for handling the nonsymmetrizable case. For many problems the amount of 
computer memory and computational effort required may be so large as to make the 
procedures not feasible. Truncated schemes are often used, but in some cases the 
truncated methods may not converge even though the nontruncated schemes con- 
verge. However, it is well known that if A is symmetric, the generalized CG schemes 
can be greatly simplified, even though A is not SPD, so that the truncated schemes are 
equivalent to the nontruncated schemes. In the present paper it is shown that such a 
simplification can occur if a nonsingular matrix H is available such that HA = ATH. 
(Of course, if A = AT, then H can be taken to be the identity matrix.) It is also shown 
that such an H always exists; however, it may not be practical to compute H. These 
results are used to derive three variations of the Lanczos method for solving nonsym- 
metrizable systems. Two of the forms are well known, but the third appears to be new. 
An argument is given for choosing the third form over the other two. 
*The work was supported in part by the National science Foundation under Grant 
MCS-7919829, and by the Department of Energy under Grant DEA!%%JlERlOQ54 with the 
University of Texas at Austin. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with certain iterative methods for solving 
the linear system 
Au=b 0.1) 
where A is a given real nonsingular N X N matrix which is large and sparse, 
and b is a given N X 1 column vector. 
The conjugate-gradient method (CC method) developed by Hestenes and 
Stiefel [22] can be used to solve (1.1) in the symm.et&abZe case, where HA is 
symmetric and positive definite (SPD) for some SPD matrix H. The conver- 
gence of the CG method compares favorably with that of a number of other 
iterative methods, and moreover the method has the remarkable property that 
in order to determine a given iteration vector it is only necessary to use 
information from, at most, two preceding iterations. A number of generaliza- 
tions of the CG method have been proposed for the nonsymmetrizable case, 
Young and Jea [42, 431 considered a method called the idealized generalized 
conjugate-gradient method (IGCG method) for this case. The IGCG method 
has a number of interesting theoretical properties, including convergence to 
the true solution in at most N iterations under very general conditions. 
Unfortunately, however, the determination of a given iteration vector requires 
information on all preceding iterations. Thus an excessive amount of com- 
puter storage and computational effort is required. Truncated procedures, 
where some of the information obtained from previous iterations is discarded, 
are often used. In this case, however, many of the theoretical properties of the 
IGCG method are lost. Indeed, in many cases the convergence is slowed; in 
some cases the process may break down or may fail to converge. In the 
symmetric indefinite case, where A is symmetric but not necessarily SPD, the 
formulas for the IGCG methods simplify so that, as in the symmetrizable case, 
a given iteration vector requires information only from one or two previous 
iterations. One object of this paper is to show that such a simplification can 
sometimes be accomplished even if A is not symmetric indefinite. 
It is shown that the formulas for the IGCG method can be greatly 
simplified if one has available a matrix H satisfying condition Z defined by 
DEFINITION 1.1. The nonsingular matrix H satisfies condition Z with 
respect to the matrix A if 
HA = A*H. (1.2) 
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We note that if A is symmetric indefinite, we may let H = Z or H = A. We 
show that there always exists a matrix H satisfying condition I. However, in 
many cases the actual determination of H would not be feasible. For instance, 
the determination of H in some cases might require more work than solving 
(1.1). 
If an SPD matrix H can be found which satisfies condition I, then the 
IGCG method, as simplified, is guaranteed to converge. In general, however, 
the process is subject to the possibility of breakdown. On the other hand, it 
can be shown that there exists an integer t < N such that if breakdown does 
not occur within the first t + 1 iterations, then uct+ ‘) = E, where @ = A- ‘b is 
the true solution of (1.1). 
The method of Lanczos can be regarded as another generalization of the 
CC method for solving nonsymmetrizable systems. The Lanczos method has 
the attractive property that to determine a given iteration vector it is only 
necessary to use information from the previous one or two iterations. Unfor- 
tunately, however, there is no guarantee that the method will not break down. 
In Section 6, a derivation of the Lanczos method is given which is based on 
the application of the IGCG method to a new system derived from (1.1). A 
matrix @ is constructed which satisfies condition I with respect to the 
matrix of the new system. Three forms of the Lanczos method are obtained 
corresponding to the three forms of the IGCG method Convergence and 
breakdown conditions are given for each form. A basis is given for choosing 
one of the forms in preference to the other two forms, which are more 
commonly used. 
In Section 7 an attempt is made to place this work in the perspective of 
the extensive work which has been done on the CG method, and its 
generalizations, over the past several years. 
It is clear that the work described in this paper leaves open a number of 
questions concerning the behavior of the various methods considered. Never- 
theless, it is hoped that the results obtained will prove useful in obtaining a 
better understanding of the methods. 
The authors wish to dedicate this paper, as a token of their highest esteem, 
to Dr. A. M. Ostrowski on the occasion of his ninetieth birthday. 
2. THE CG METHOD FOR THE SYMMETRI’ZARLE CASE 
We now assume that A is symmetrizable; hence HA is SPD for some SPD 
matrix H. To apply the CG method it is necessary to select an auxiliay 
matrix Z which can be any SPD matrix such that ZA is SPD. The CG method 
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can be defined abstractly by the following two conditions: 
U(fi) - @) E K,( r’o’) = Sp{ r(O), Arc'), . . . ,A"- ‘do)), (2.1) 
II@) - w(z*) / 1 2 d IIW - ql(,,)w (2.2) 
for all w such that w - u(O) E K,( r(O)). Here the KylOl) space, K,(r(‘)), is the 
vector space Sp{ r(O), Arc’), . . . ,A” - G(O)} spanned by r(O), Ar(O), . . . ,A” - G(O), 
and for any vector z, the (ZA)l”-norm is defined by 
Ilull @A)"' (2.3) 
In Table 1 we give three alternative, but mathematically equivalent, forms 
of the CG method, which we refer to as ORTHODIR*, ORTHOMIN*, and 
oFrrHonEs*. onrrio~N* corresponds to the usual twoterm form, while 
ORTHORES* corresponds to the three-term form considered by Engeli et al. 
[14], by Reid [31], and by Concus, Golub, and O’Leary [9]. For a derivation 
of these formulas from (2.1)-(2.2) see for instance Young, Hayes, and Jea 
J4Il. 
The CC method converges substantially faster than the optimum extrapo- 
lated Richardson’s method, which can be regarded as a kind of “benchmark 
method” which can be used as a standard of comparison. Thus, we define 
Richardson’s method by 
@+I) = U(n) + b - Au(“) (2.4) 
Because HA is SPD for some SPD matrix H, it follows that the eigenvalues of 
A are real and positive. We let m(A) and M(A) denote, respectively, the 
smallest and largest eigenvalue of A. The optimum extrapolated Richardson’s 
method is defined by 
.cn+u = dn) + y( b - Au’“‘) (2.5) 
where 
2 
‘= M(A)+m(A) ’ (24 
It follows from the analysis of Hageman and Young [20], (see Sections 2.3, 
4.2, and 7.3) that if the spectral condition number a( A) [ = M( A)/m( A)] is 
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TABLE 1 
FORMULLS FOR THE CG METHOD: SYMhDXTR IZABLE CASEa 
ORTIiODIR*: 
4 
(0) = p) 
u(“+l)=u(“)+~,q(“) 




tl= 1,2 ,... 
a, = 
(ZA29’” - I), q(” - 1)) 
c-q (“-l),q(“-l) 1 ’ n=1,2 ‘..’ 
b,, = 
(ZA2q(“-1),q(“-2)) 
(uq (“-2),q(“-2) )’ 
n=2,3,... (b,=O) 
ORTIiOMIN*: 
P (0) = 7 (0) 
u(“+l)=u(“)+~“p(“) 
A” = 
(Zd”), p’“‘) (ZI(“), ,(“)) 
(ZAP’“‘, p’“‘) = ( zQp’“‘, p’“‘) 
p(“) = r(n) + oL”p(” -I), n=l,2,... 
(y” = - &y;y-“b, = ($$ Ii”“, 
n ,I” ) 
r(“+l), ,.(“) - A”Ap(“) 




1 Y”+~ (Zr(“),r(“)) 1 -I 
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large, then the CG method requires only about K(A) - ‘1’ as many iterations 
to achieve a given convergence accuracy as does the optimum extrapolated 
Richardson’s method. Thus, for large K(A), there is an enormous advantage to 
be gained by using the CG method. Another (less important) property of the 
CG method is that, in theory, it converges to the true solution in at most N 
iterations. 
We remark that it is often possible to obtain even faster convergence by 
applying the CG method, not to the original system (l.l), but instead to a 
system of the form 
Q-lAu=Q-‘b. (2.7) 
This is sometimes called a “preconditioned system”; see, e.g., Evans [15] and 
Axelsson [2]. If the matrix Q - ‘A is symmetrizable and if the condition of the 
matrix Q - ‘A is substantially less than that of A, then the CG method applied 
to (2.7) will converge much faster than the CC method applied to (1.1). We 
notethatifAandQareSPD,thenHandHQ-’AarebothSPDifH=Qor 
H=A. 
3. THE IGCG METHOD FOR THE NONSYMMETRIZARLE CASE 
We now consider a generalized CG method for solving (1.1) in the 
nonsymmetrizable case. We choose an auxiliary matrix Z such that ZA is 
positive real1 (PR). We define the idea&cd genmdked CG method (IGCG 
method) by the conditions 
u(n) - U”)E K,(r”)), (3.0 
(Zd”), 0) = 0 for all 0 E K,(r(O’), (3.2) 
where r(“) is the residual vector 
,(“) = b - Au(“). (3.3) 
We remark that if ZA is SPD, then the conditions (3.1)-(3.2) are 
equivalent to the conditions (2.1)-(2.2); see, e.g., [lo]. 
‘The real matrix K is positive real if K + KT is SPD. Note that if Z = ATY for some PR 
matrix Y, then ZA is PR. 
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TABLE 2 
FORMULAS FOR THE IGCG METHOD: NONSYMMETRIZABLE CASE’ 
ORTHODIR: 
4 
(0) = @) 
u(“+l) = u(“)+ inq(4 
^h,= (Zd”), 4’“‘) 
(24 Go, qw)) 
q(“)=Aq(n-l)+& n_lq(“-l)+ . . . +&,q(“), n = 1,2 ,... 
i-l 
(ZA’q(” - ‘), 4”‘) + c p,, j( ZAq’j’, q”‘) 
&,i = - 
j- 0 
(ZAq”‘, q”‘) 
i=O,l )...) n-l, n=1,2... 
r(n+l) = r(n) _ ^A,Aq’“’ 
ORTHOMIN: 
P 
(0) = &) 
U(n+l) = U(n) + Xnp’“’ 
X,= 
(Zr’“‘, p’“‘) (Zd”‘, 0) 
(ZAP’“‘, p’“‘) = (ZAP’“‘, p’“‘) 
p(n)=r(n)+a” “_lp(“-l)+ . . . +a”op(o), n = 1,2,. . . 
i-l 
( ZAd”), p(i))+ c Ly,, j( ZAP(J), p(i)) 
j=O 
a,, i = - 
(ZAP(‘), p”‘) 
i=O,l )..., n-l, n=1,2 )... 
oRTIioREs: 
~(“+~)=h,r(“)+f,+~,“u(“)+ ... +f,+,,,~(~) 
~“=(%+1,0+%+l,l+ ... +~“+l,“)r 
fn+l,i=hnun+l,i* i=O,l ,...,n 
i-l 
(a7 (“),rci))- C u,+l,j(Zf(J3,r(i)) 
%+l,i = 
j=O 
(z,(i),,(i)) 9 i=o,11..., ?a 
a In each case do) is arbitrary; do) = b - Ad’). 
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Three forms of the IGCG method, namely, ORTHODIR, ORTHOMIN, and 
ORTHORES are given in Table 2. Derivations of these formulas are given by 
Young and Jea [42,43]. For the derivation of ORTHODIR, only the assumption 
that ZA is PR is required. For the derivation of ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES it is 
assumed that Z and ZA are PR. (An example where Z and ZA are PR would 
be if A is PR and Z = Z or Ar.) It should be noted that if Z and ZA are SPD, 
then the formulas of Table 2 reduce to those of Table 1. 
It can be shown (see Young and Jea [42, 431) that if ZA is PR, then 
ORTHODIR converges to the true solution ii in at most iV steps. Moreover, if Z 
and ZA are PR, then ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES converge to E in at most N 
steps. In fact, in this case all three forms of the IGCG method are equivalent. 
Let us now consider the situation where neither ZA nor Z is assumed to 
be PR. It was shown by Jea [23] that for ORTHODIR, ORTHOMIN, and ORTHOFIES 
there exists an integer t Q N such that if “breakdown” does not occur within 
t f 1 iterations, then u@+ ‘) = - u, i.e., we have convergence. It is also shown in 
[23] that ORTHOMIN converges if and only if ORTHORES converges and if both 
converge, then onr~onm converges. In that case all three methods are 
equivalent in the sense that u(“) is the same in all cases for each n. 
For ORTHODIR breakdown occurs if (ZAq(“), ~(“1) = 0 but r(“) * 0. Note 
that if r(“) # 0 and if (ZAg(‘), 9(*)) f 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, then q(“) * 0. For 
ORTHOMIN breakdown occurs if either (ZAp(“), p(“)) = 0 or h, = 0 but rcn) f 0. 
Notethatif~(“)~Oandif(ZAp(~),p(‘))~Oand~,~Ofori=O,l,...,n-l, 
then p(“) f 0. Finally, for ORTHORES breakdown occurs if either (Zr (“), rcn)) = 
0 or u,,+i,c + un+i,i + * . . + a,,,,, = 0 but r(“)* 0. 
Unfortunately, as can be seen from Table 2, the three forms of the IGCG 
method, in their idealized, or nontruncated, forms, often require too much 
computer memory and too many arithmetic operations to be practical. 
Truncated versions have been developed (see, e.g., [42, 431) which require 
much less storage and many fewer operations. However, these procedures 
may, in some cases, converge much slower than the idealized procedures and 
may even break down or fail to converge in situations where the idealized 
procedures would converge. 
In Section 5 we will show that in some cases certain truncated versions of 
the IGCG method are e9uiuaIent to the idealized versions. 
4. CONDITION I 
In this section we show the ezistence of a matriz satisfying condition I 
with respect to a given matrix A. We prove 
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THEOREM 4.1. For any real square mutrix A there exists a mutrix H 
satisfying condition I with respect to A. 
We remark that H may be complex. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 we first prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let IA be a ]o&n canonical form of the matrix A. There 
erists a nonsingular matrix S such that 
S-lA*S= IA. 
Proof. Let P be any nonsingular matrix which reduces A to JA. Thus 
and 
P-‘AP=J_ 
PTATP - * = 1;. 
We now construct a permutation matrix R such that 
R-‘J,TR = J A’ 
This can be done in two stages. First we let 
0 * - - 0 1 
R,= 
O***lO 
i I* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10..*o 
Then 
is a Jordan canonical form of A except that the ordering of the blocks is just 
opposite to that in ]A’ 
Evidently by a permutation of the blocks of R; ‘j”Rl we can obtain JA. 
Thus, for some permutation matrix R, we have 
408 
and 
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(R, 'R;'PT)AT( P -TRlR2) = IA. 
Thus the lemma follows with S = P -TR,R,. ??
To prove the theorem we let P be any nonsingular matrix such that 
P - ‘AP = IA, and we let S be any nonsingular matrix such that S - *AT!3 = JA. 
Thus A = PJ,P - ’ and AT = SJAS - ‘. Evidently (1.2) holds with H = SP - ‘, 
and the theorem follows. 
We remark that Theorem 4.1 is a special case of a result given in [ 191 
concerning the solvability of the matrix equation AX = XB where A and B are 
given. 
We also remark that if H satisfies condition I with respect to A then HT, 
ATH, HA, ATHT, and H + HT satisfy (1.2). Therefore HT satisfies condition I 
and, if A is nonsingular, so do ATH, HA, ATHT, and HTA. Moreover, if 
H + HT is nonsingular, then it also satisfies condition I. 
An important special case is where an SPD matrix H exists which satisfies 
condition I. This is equivalent to assuming that A is similar to a symmetric 
matrix. For, if A is similar to a symmetric matrix K, then W - ‘AW = K for 
somenonsingularmatrix W.InthiscaseA=WKW-landAT=W-TKTWT. 
The matrix H = W - TW - ’ is evidently nonsingular and satisfies condition I, 
sinceHA=W-TKW-1andATH=W-TKTW-1.0ntheotherhand,ifan 
SPD matrix H exists satisfying condition I, then A is similar to the symmetric 
matrix H’12AH - ‘12. This follows because ( H112AH - 1’2)T = H - 1’2ATH1’2 
= H-‘/2(ATH)H- l/2 = H - l/2( HA)H - l/2 = H’/gAH - l/2, 
We remark that if a PR matrix H exists which satisfies condition I, then 
there also exists an SPD matrix, namely g(H + HT), which also satisfies 
condition I. 
By Theorem 4.1, there always exists a matrix H satisfying condition I. As 
we have seen, the symmetric matrix H’ = i( H + HT) satisfies (1.2). However, 
H’ will not in general satisfy condition I unless H’ is nonsingular. To our 
knowledge, the question of whether or not there always exists a symmetric 
matrix satisfying condition I is open. 
We remark that if a symmetric matrix H which satisfies condition I is 
available, one could consider replacing the original system (1.1) with the 
modified system 
HAu = Hb. (4.1) 
Here the matrix HA of the system is symmetric but not necessarily SPD. [The 
symmetry follows because ( HA)T = ATH T = ATH = HA because of (1.2) and 
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the symmetry of H.] In general, the matrix HA is symmetric indefinite. As we 
shall see, effective methods are available for dealing with such systems. The 
idea of replacing (1.1) by (4.1) seems reasonable if the condition number of 
HA is smaller than, or at least not substantially larger than, the condition of A. 
5. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE IGCG METHOD 
In this section we show that the formulas for the IGCG method given in 
Table 2 can be greatly simplified if a matrix H is available which satisfies 
condition I with respect to A. To accomplish this simplification, or reduction, 
we choose an auxiliary matrix 2 to be any matrix, such as H or ATH for 
example, such that Z satisfies condition I with respect to A. We obtain the 
formulas given in Table 3. We refer to the simplified forms of ORTHODIR, 
TABLE 3 
SIMPLIFIED FORMULAS FOR THE ICCG METHOD* 
omrio~m(2): Same as onrrionm* except that 
a, = 
(ZA2Cp-l), Q (n-1))_b,(ZA9(n-2),q(n-1)) 
(ZA9 (n - l), 9fl- 1) ) 
(note that if ZA is symmetric the formula for a, 
is the same as for ORTHODIR*) 
o~~~o~m(l): Same as oRmioh4m*; use the first form 
given for A,, and OL, for ORTHOMIN*. 
ORTHORES( 1): %iDW SS ORTHORES* except that b 
x%+1= 
(Zr (4, ,W) 
(ZAr(“),r(“))_ (~r(“),r(“-l)) 
(Zr 
(n-l), r(” - 1) 
) (Zr(“-l),r(“)) 
[ 
(&g”),r(“-l) -l 1 
P,+1’ l+Y~+l(Zr’“_l’,r’“_l’) 1 > n=lA.*. (Pl=l) 
aIn each case u(O) is arbitrary and r(O) = b - Ad’); Z is nonsingular and 
ZA=ATZ. 
bNote that if Z is symmetric the formula for y,,+i is the same as for 
ORTHORRS* while either formr& for pn+ i for ORTHORRS* can be used. 
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ORTHOMIN, and ORTHORRS as ORTHODIR(2), ORTHOMIN(l), and ORTHORRS(l), 
respectively. Details of the simplification process are given in [23]. 
We remark that if m is symmetric, then ORTHODIR(~) and ORTHOMIN(~) 
reduce to ORTHODIR* and ORTHOMIN*, respectively. Similarly, if 2 is symmet- 
ric, then OR-IHORRS(~) reduces to ORTHORRS*. 
Let us now consider the case where (1.2) holds for some SPD matrix H. 
This, of course, includes the symmetric indefinite case, where H = Z. In this 
case Chandra [S] and Chandra et al. [7] use the auxiliary matrix 
Z=ATH. (54 
Thus ZA is SPD, and ORTHODIR(~) and ORTHOMIN(~) reduce to ORTHODIR* 
and ORTHOMIN*, respectively. We remark that if we let 2 = H, then 
ORTHORES(1) IXXklceS t0 ORTHORRS*. 
ln any case, with the choice (5.1) ORTHODIR(~) is guaranteed to converge, 
since ZA is SPD. On the other hand, we have no assurance that ORTHOMIN(~) 
or ORTHORRS(~) will not fail. We remark that one could use ORTHOMIN(~) 
[which requires somewhat less work and storage than ORTHODIR(~)] and 
switch to ORTHODIR(~) if trouble occurs; see [6] and [7]. 
6. THE LANCZOS METHOD 
In this section we show that the method of Lanczos [24, 251 for solving 
(1.1) in the nonsymmetrizable case can be derived from the results in Section 
5. To do this we consider an expanded system of the form 
where 
@I=[; lT], @=[;I, @a=[;] (6.2) 
For the present we will not specify 6. We note that if u satisfies (1.1) and if 22 
satisfies ATii = 6, then @ = [u ii] T satisfies (6.1). Conversely if @ = [u ii] T 
satisfies (6.1), then u satisfies (1.1). 
Evidently the matrix @ given by 
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satisfies condition I with respect to @. This follows because 
(6.4) 
We therefore can apply the ORTHODIR(~), ORTHOMIN(~), and ORTHORRS(~) 
procedures of Section 5 with @ = @,2 thus obtaining the three methods 
given in Table 4. (It should be noted that @ @ is symmetric; hence the 
simpler formulas of Table 3 can be used.) For convenience here we refer to 
the procedures as L~~CZOS/ORTHODIR, L~~CZOS/ORTHOMIN, and Lanczos/ 
ORTHORRS, respectively. We remark that the “ biconjugate gradient” algorithm 
considered by Fletcher [16, 171 is essentially the L~~CZOS/ORTHOMIN method. 
Since @ @ is not necessarily PR, there is no guarantee that any of the 
three methods will not break down. From the conditions for breakdown given 
in Section 3 for ORTHODIR, ORTHOMIN and ORTHORRS, we obtain the following 
conditions for the breakdown of the Lanczos methods. For the Lanczos 
/ORTHODIR method breakdown occurs if (A9(“), 9”‘)) = 0 but r(“) * 0. [We 
no longer can guarantee that 9(“) f 0 if ( A9ci), (5”)) * 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 and 
if r(“) * 0, as we could for ORTHODIR(~).] For the L~I-ICZOS/ORTHOMIN method, 
breakdown occurs if (A#“‘, PC”‘) = 0 or X, = 0, but rCn) * 0. For the 
Lanczos/oR’rHoRr% method, breakdown occurs if (Arc”), 8”)) = 0 or 
(0, ~(“1) = 0 but r cn) * 0. There exists an integer t G N such that if any one 
of the three methods does not break down within t + 1 iterations then 
u(‘+ ‘) = E. Also, the L~~CZOS/ORTHOMIN method converges if and only if the 
L~I-ICZOS/ORTHORRS method converges, and if both converge, then the 
Lanczos/oRTHoDIR method converges and all three methods are equivalent. 
From this it would appear that the L~IKZOS/ORTHODIR method is the safest of 
the three. 
We remark that in the symmetrizable case, if 2 and ZA are SPD and if we 
let 
fm = z,(O), (6.5) 
thenforn=O,l,... wehave 
g(n) = Zr(“), 
p(n) = @‘“‘, (6.6) 
9’“’ = Q’“‘. 
‘Other choices of 0, such as @ = @‘a, are possible. We have not yet studied such 
choices in detail. 
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TABLE 4 
THE LANCZOS METHOD FOR THE NONSYMMETRIZABLE CASEa 
bDCZOS/ORTHODIR: 
4 (0) = p) 
(5 (0) = f(O) 
#+I) = u(n) +;h”qc”) 
in= (@), q(“))+ (,bo, (j’“‘) 
2( Aq’“‘, q(“)) 
q(“) = Aq’” - 1) _ a,q(n - 1) _ bnq(n - 2), n=1,2,... 
~(“)=A~~(n-1)_a,ci(“-‘)_b,ci(“-2), n=12 , ,... 
a, = 
(Aq(n-l),~T@n-l)) 
(Aq (n - u, (5’” - 1) ) ’ 
n=l,2,... 
b, = (Aq 
(n-2),A~~(n-1))+(Aq(“-1),ATCS(“-2)) 
2(Aq w-2,,p-2’ > ’ 
( Aq (n-l),pl) 
= (4 
1 
(n - 9, 4’” - 2) 1’ 
n =2,3,..., (h=O) 
,.(n+l) = ,.(n) _ ^h,Aq’“’ 
,-(n+l)=$“)-j,nAT~(n) 
hIlCZOS/ORTHOMIN: 
P (0) = r (0) 
P 
-(O) = r_(O) 
U(n+u = .(n) + x”p’“’ 
A,= 
(,W, ,-W) 
( Ap'"', f+“)) 
p(“) = ,(n) + a,p(” - l), r&=1,2,... 
p) = p(n) + anp-1), n=1,2,... 
a, = 
(,W, ,-00) 
( I(” - 1). jdn - 1) 
1’ 
n=1,2,... 
r(n+l) = ,.(n) _ ,‘,,Ap(n) 
f(“+‘) = f(n) _ &AT@(n) 
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TABLE 4 (Continued) 
(,W, i(n)) 
yn+l = (A,.(“), ,-(“)) 
p”+l’ 1-u 
[ 
(r(“),f(“)) 1 -l 
Y” (r 1 (n-l),p(n-U) pn ’ 
n=l,Z ,... (PI=11 
,(n+u=pn+l(r(“L ~~+~Ar(“))+(l-~~+~)r(“-‘) 
f(“+‘)=p,+l(j(n)_ y,,+lATi(“))+(l-pP,+l)P(“-l) 
“In each case u(O) is arbitrary, T co) = b - Au(‘), and 8’) is arbitrary. 
Evidently in this case the formulas of Table 4 reduce to those of Table 1 for 
the CG method for the symmetrizable case. 
If a matrix 2 is available which satisfies condition I with respect to A, 
then we can let 8’) = Z%(O). It is easy to show that f(“) = ZTr(“), P(n) = ZTp(“), 
and $“) = ZTq(“). Moreover, the formulas of Table 4 reduce to those given in 
Table 1, except that for the ~CZOS/ORTHODIR procedure we have3 
i, =(( z + zqry q’“‘) 
n 
2( ZA9(“), 9”‘)) 
(6.7) 
Even if a matrix Z is available which satisfies condition I with respect to 
A, it does not necessarily follow that one should let ?(‘) = Z%(O). Other choices 
of a(‘) are discussed in [42, 43, 231. 
7. RELATION TO OTHER WORK 
In this section we attempt to place the work described in this paper in the 
perspective of work which has been done and is now being done on the CG 
method and its generalizations. An indication of some of this work has been 
given earlier. 
The CG method was developed by Hestenes and Stiefel [22] in 1952. 
Generalizations were given by Hestenes [21] in 1956. For various reasons, the 
method was not widely used for many years. However, beginning in the mid 
3We conjecture that the hnczos/o~mo~m procedure is equivalent to the ORTHODIR 
procedure given in Table 3. 
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1966s there was a resurgence of interest with the appearance of papers by 
Daniel [lo, 111, J. K. Reid [31,32], Axelsson [2], O’Leary [28], Concus, Golub, 
and O’Leary [9], and many others. 
A number of people have worked on extending the CG method to 
nonsymmetrizable systems. Concus and Golub [8] and Widhmd [39] gave a 
generalized CG method for the case where the matrix of (1.1) is PR. Vinsome 
[38] considered a procedure which he called ORTHOMIN and which is a 
truncated version of the method which we call ORTHOMIN here. Similar 
methods were also considered by Axelsson [3,4] and by Eisenstat, Ehnan, and 
Schultz [12]; see also Ehnan [13]. Saad [33, 35, 361 considered a procedure 
based on a method of Amoldi [l] which is closely related to ORTHORES. 
The work of Chandra, Eisenstat, and Schultz [7] and of Chandra [6] on 
the symmetric indefinite case includes the case where an SPD matrix H is 
available satisfying condition I with respect to A. Earlier work on the 
symmetric indefinite case has been done by Luenberger [26, 271; by Paige 
and Saunders [29], who introduced a scheme called SYMMLQ; and by Bunch 
and Kaufman [5], who considered SYMMBK. Other work on the symmetric 
indefinite case was done by Fridman [18] and by Stoer and Freund [37]. 
Fletcher [16, 171 considered a biconjugategradient algorithm which is 
essentially the LUICZOS/ORTHOMIN scheme given in Section 6. Numerical 
experiments based on this procedure are given by Wong [46]. For further 
discussion on the Lanczos method see the papers by Paige and Saunders [29], 
by Parlett and Scott [39], and by Saad [34]. 
We now summarize briefly what we believe to be the most significant 
contributions of this paper. The first result is given in Section 3 and concerns 
the behavior of the IGCG method when an auxiliary matrix Z is used where Z 
and ZA are not necessarily PR. Second, we have not seen the result given in 
Section 4 about the existence of a matrix H satisfying condition I with respect 
to A, though it may well be known. Third, the simplification of the IGCG 
method to the case where there is available a matrix H satisfying condition I 
appears to be new. Finally, we believe that the derivation of various forms of 
the Lanczos method given in Section 6 is new. While the ORTHOMIN and 
ORTHORES forms of the Lanczos method are well known, we have not seen the 
ORTHODIR form previously. This is the form which the theory indicates should 
be most reliable, and we plan to run numerical experiments to test this result. 
We note that all of the above results, except that concerning the Lanczos 
method, are given in the thesis of Jea [23]. 
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